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It's in the Bible Luke 15 v 4 - 7

I wonder which part of the video did you like best

and why was that?

I wonder if there was a part of the video that

you did not like and why?

Cheeky Pandas Activity Pack

Let's chat!
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You will need some cotton wool balls or even

some Cheerios breakfast cereal and a glue stick.

Cut out the image of the sheep , one for everyone in

your household .

Cover it with glue , cotton wool balls or Cheerios and

mark the eyes and legs out in black .

Let's make!
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When you have all got a sheep finished pray

this prayer together

Dear Jesus , We thank you that you love us

so much that you will never give up on us

and will always want us to be close to you

because we really matter to you Amen

Let's pray!
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Why not swap your sheep with someone else in your

household and then it will remind you to pray to God

for them daily ..

An idea!
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Make a sandwich with your favourite filling .

Carefully using scissors can you make it into a

sheep sandwich.

This outline might help you

Food challenge
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Game - Hide the sheep

Take it in turns to hide one of your cotton wool

sheep in your home.

The others need to find the sheep within two minutes

Ready! Steady! GO !

Let's Play
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Let's Create your own special sheep .

What colours would you like it to have ?

Will it have accessories ? A hat? An extra coat ?

What name will you give it ?

Let's create
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